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“… the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development lays out
how we can end poverty, protect the planet and achieve
prosperity that lasts.
We reached this historic landmark following broad
consultations with people around the world. The 17
Sustainable Development Goals will only be realized when
countries and communities work together.
The 2030 Agenda is a powerful, visionary document that is
also practical.
People are often told to “think globally and act locally.” The
United Nations is doing exactly that.
Local action is also critical to the global response on climate
change. Global warming affects the entire planet – and
everyone can be part of the solution.
I count on you to help turn the climate challenge into an
opportunity for sustainable development.
When we unlock local solutions, we will advance global
progress. Let us work together for a better future for all…”.

Ban Ki – moon, Secretary-General of the United Nations
The 3rd World Forum of Local Economic Development ,
Turin 13/16 October, 2015
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The present report was completed on December 9, 2015.
All the information regarding the pilot edtions of the “International Academy on Sustainable
Development” are available at
http://www.css-ebla.it/world-academy-on-territorial-management-for-sustainabledevelopment/
The flyer of the initiative is downloadable at the following link:
http://www.css-ebla.it/wp-content/uploads/Brochure-IASD-rev1.pdf
The video of the International Academy on Sustanable Development is downloadable at:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Z614JkCntqI&feature=youtu.be
For further information please contact:
E-Mail:
alessio.re@css-ebla.it;
centrostudi@css-ebla.it
Website:
http://www.css-ebla.it/
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Presentation
The pilot edition of the INTERANATIONAL ACADEMY ON SUSTAINABLE
DEVELOPMENT. Capacity Building Workshop on the Management of UNESCO
designated sites: World Heritage Sites and Biosphere Reserves, that took place in
Turin and in the Piedmont region from October 16th to October 21st, 2015, has been
origanized by the Research Centre Silvia Santagata – Ebla (CSS-Ebla), promoter of the
C2 UNESCO Centre on the Economics of Culture, in cooperation with the UNESCO
Regional Bureau for Science and Culture in Europe (UNESCO Venice Office), with
the precious support of the United Nations System Staff College (UNSSC) and of the
ILO International Training Centre (ITC-ILO), the patronage of the City of Torino,
the City of Geneva, and the City of Lausanne, and the generous support of the
Compagnia di Sanpaolo and Fondazione CRT.
The Academy has been part of the activities promoted by the UNESCO Venice Office
within the framework of the EXPO 2015, which included the exhibition “Behind Food
Sustainability” on the role of cultural and natural diversity in fostering food sustainability
based on the example of UNESCO designated sites. The exhibition, to which CSS-Ebla also
contributed, served as source of inspiration for the preparation of the present initiative, as
well as the starting point for the involvement of UNESCO designated properties from all
over the world.
Main objectives of the initiative were to provide a unique opportunity for the exchange of
knowledge and territorial good practices at international level on the management of cultural
and natural places for sustainable development, and to contribute to advancing professional
and institutional capacities of UNESCO designated sites’ managing authorities and operators
with special focus on the relationship between territorial management, communities and
opportunities for local development. Mainly focused on World Heritage and the Biosphere
Reserves Network, the program included also specific sessions focusing on the Intangible
Heritage and the Creative Cities Network.
Training activities took place in Torino (UN Campus), while visits and meetings with
stakeholders have been planned with the World Heritage sites of the Vineyard landscape
of Piedmont Langhe-Roero and Monferrato (http://whc.UNESCO.org/en/list/1390)
the Residences of the Royal House of Savoy (http://whc.UNESCO.org/en/list/823)
and the Monviso Biosphere Reserve (http://www.UNESCO.org/new/en/naturalsciences/environment/ecological-sciences/biosphere-reserves/europe-northamerica/italy/area-della-biosfera-del-monviso/) .
The opening of the Academy took place with a side event in the frame of the III World
Forum on Local Economic Develoment, while the closing day activities have been
implemented with a seminar and a visit to EXPO Milan 2015.
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Reference materials
A webpage, containing all the basic information regarding the Academy, its program,
lecturers and participants, has been prepared and shared with the partners. A section of the
webpage, constantly updated, is dedicated to the Community of good practices project,
connected to the Academy and to the possible planning of next editions of it.
An informative flyer was also drafted and distributed during the activities.
During the working sessions, video recordings were made of each lecture, meeting and
workshop. A final synthesis video has been produced to be shared via youtube with
participants and other possible interested persons.
During and after the works, some evaluation questionnaires were proposed to the
participants to assess the overall experience and the single contributions of the Academy.
Some of the comments and suggestions provided by the participants are presented in the
following paragraphs of this report as possible inputs for the planning of next editions.
The initiative was also mentioned in on line articles, magazines and newsletters, among
them:
http://www.UNESCO.org/new/en/venice/about-this-office/singleview/news/turin_and_piedmont_host_international_workshop_on_the_sustainable_manag
ement_of_UNESCO_designated_sites/#.VlhXQM7Uq_U
http://torino.repubblica.it/cronaca/2014/10/13/news/l_organizzazione_del_lavoro_dell_o
nu_ora_cittadina_onoraria_torinese-98029541/?refresh_ce
http://www.lastampa.it/2015/10/15/edizioni/asti/asti-si-presenta-ai-delegati-UNESCOWFzlgKWhXz3FI06nJhyXTO/pagina.html
http://www.lastampa.it/2015/10/17/edizioni/asti/ad-asti-i-direttori-dei-siti-UNESCO-datutto-il-mondo-nGawbGbV06yy53ZBVTp5QL/pagina.html
http://atnews.it/eventi/4210-una-delegazione-di-siti-mondiali-UNESCO-ospite-per-tre-giorniad-asti
http://www.gazzettadasti.it/index.php/primo-piano/appuntamenti/ad-asti-una-delegazione-deirappresentanti-dei-siti-UNESCO-nel-mondo
http://www.vitevinoqualita.it/nizza-monferrato-accoglie-lUNESCO/
La gestione delle risorse territoriali naturali e culturali nell'era della società della conoscenza, La International
Academy on Sustainable Development, in Energeo Magazine, Luglio-Dicembre 2015;
IUCN Commission on Environmental, Economic and Social Policy (CEESP) newsletter,
issue 1517 December 2015;
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Partners
The pilot edition of the International Academy on Sustainable Development is an iniziative
promoted by the following subjects:







Centro Studi Silvia Santagata – Ebla (CSS-Ebla)
UNESCO Regional Bureau for Science and Culture in Europe (UNESCO Venice
Office)
United Nations System Staff College (UNSSC)
International Training Centre (ITC)- International Labour Organization (ILO)
City of Torino
City of Geneve and City of Lausanne (in the frame of EXPO Milan 2015)

The activities were implemented thanks to the generous support of the Compagnia di
Sanapaolo and Fondazione CRT.

Organization and faculty
The workshop saw the participation of the following subjects:
Scientific Committee:
- Giovanna Segre (CSS-Ebla and IUAV University of Venice, president);
- Veronique Dauge (UNESCO Venice Office);
- Patrizia Lombardi (Politecnico di Torino-DIST);
- Philippe Pypaert (UNESCO Venice Office);
- Matteo Rosati (UNESCO Venice Office);
- Sergio Scamuzzi (University of Torino, UNESCO Chair on Sustainable
Development and Territory Management).
Faculty:
- Chiara Bortolotto (Laboratories d’anthropologic et d’histoire de l’institution de la
culture, Paris);
- Aldo Buzio (CSS-Ebla);
- Paolo Canuti (University of Florence);
- Benjamin Carey (Dunira Strategy, Edinburgh);
- Nicola Casagli (University of Florence);
- Alessia Mariotti (University of Bologna);
- Philippe Pypaert (UNESCO Vennice Office);
- Alessio Re (CSS-Ebla and University of Torino);
- Matteo Rosati (UNESCO Venice Office),
- Carlo Salone (University of Torino),
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-

Sergio
Scamuzzi
(University
of
Torino
and
on Sustainable Development and Territory Management),
Giovanna Segre (CSS-Ebla and IUAV University of Venice),
Marie-Noel Tournoux (UNESCO World Heritage Centre),
Benedetta Ubertazzi (University of Milan-Bicocca).

UNESCO

chair

Academy coordination:
Alessio Re (CSS-Ebla and University of Torino).
Organization management:
Aldo Buzio (CSS-Ebla).
Team:
Paolo Bottero, Giuseppe Cornelli, Selene Migliaccio, Andrea Porta, Franesco Romano.

Representatives from UNESCO designated territories
The pilot edition of the Academy saw the participation of 18 representatives from World
Heritage sites and from 13 Biosphere Reserves, coming from 18 different countries.
-

Mbarak Albdulqadir Abdallah (Lamu Old Town and Fort Jesus Mombasa – Kenya)
Dowood Al-Wahibi (Aflaj Irrigation Systems – Oman)
Ignacio Gomez Arriola (Agave Landscape and Ancient Industrial Facilities – Mexico)
Marco Mario Avanza (Ticino Valley – Italy )
Svetlana Belova (Katon/Karagy – Kazakhastan)
Ricardo Bento (Alto Douro Wine Region – Portugal)
Cristina Bergaggio and Massimo Grisoli (MAB Monviso – Italy)
Roberto Bombarda (Ledro Alps and Judicaria – Italy)
Roberto Cerrato (Vineyard Landscape of Piedmont: Langhe-Roero and Monferrato –
Italy)
Duska Dimovic (Mura – Drava – Danube/WWF Serbia Office – Serbia)
Francesco Dubokovic (Stari Gran Plain – Croatia)
Emmanuel Estoppey (Lavaux Vineyard Terraces – Switzerland)
Juliana Forero Bordamalo (Clasical Garderns of Suzhou – China)
Fausto Giovannelli (Appenino Tosco-Emiliano – Italy)
Maria del Pilar Giraldo Rendon (Coffee Cultural Lanscape – Colombia)
Sebinane Lekoekoe (Maloti Drakensberg Park – Lesotho/South Africa)
Cassiano Luminati (Rhaetian Railway in the Albula/Bernina Landscape – Switzerland)
Carlos Enrique Maradiaga Melara (Rio Platano – Honduras)
Dimitris Michelogiannis ( Gorge of Samaria, Crete – Greece)
Claudia Munera (Rio San Juan – Nicaragua)
Ippolito Ostellino and Monica Mantelli (Parco del Po Torinese - Italy)
Dejan Panovsky (Ohrid – Prespa – The Former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia)
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-

Zoran Pavlov (Natural and Cultural Heritage of the Ohrid region – The Former
Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia)
Maria Teresa Pinna (Ferrara, city of Reinaissance and its Po Delta – Italy)
Stephane Ritzenhaler (The Causses and the Cevennes Mediterranean agro pastoral
cultural landscape – France )
Vlatzo Rozac (Mura Drava Danube – Croatia)
Zsuzsa Tolany (Hortobagy National Park – Hungary )
Giuseppe Vignali and Alessandra Curotti (Appenino Tosco-Emiliano– Italy)
Giovanni Villani (The Amalfi Coast – Italy)

Programme and working sessions
The Academy developed from October 16th to October 21st through visits, training
sessions, workshops and meetings around the Piedmont region and at EXPO Milan. During
the training sessions the participants presented and discussed about their work in their own
sites and biospheres. The working sessions faced the topics presented as follows.
15 October
From 14.00, Meeting point at Palazzo Cisterna, Torino, and free visit of the exhibition
“Behind Food Sustainability”

17.00, bus transfer to Asti

19.00, Welcome and visit at Palazzo Mazzetti, Asti


The arrival was dedicated to the opening of the workshop and it saw:
- A visit to the “Behind Food Sustainabiliy Exhibition” displaied at Palazzo Cisterna
(Turin). The exhibition served as starting occasion for the Academy introduction and
working sessions, underlining the relationship among communities, food and territories and
their cultural and natural diversity around the main topics proposed:
- Managing Water
- Looking After The Land
- Balancing The Food Economy
- Protecting Diversity
- Fostering Participation
In Asti, city who plays a central role in the management of the Langhe-Roero and
Monferrato WH site and a specific funciton in training and capacity building through the
master in “Management e Creatività per i territori collinari” managed by UNI ASTISS, the
group was welcomed at Palazzo Mazzetti by Michele Maggiora (President of Fondazione
Palazzo Mazzetti of Asti), Fabrizio Vignolo (Major of Asti) and by the introductory speeches
by Giovanna Segre (President of CSS-Ebla) and Matteo Rosati (UNESCO Venice Office).
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> The Behind Food Sustainability exhibition at Palazzo Cisterna in Torino
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> The Behind Food Sustainability exhibition at Palazzo Cisterna in Torino
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Giovanna Segre (President of
CSS-Ebla) explained the main
goals of the Academy. She also
recalled the work of Prof. Walter
Santagata, pioneer of Cultural
Economics.

Matteo Rosati (UNESCO

Venice Office) intruduced the
structure of the pilot edition of the
Academy as an unique chance to
share experiences between biosphere
reserves and world heritage sites.

Group picture at Palazzo
Mazzetti, Asti.
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16 October, Torino, III World FORUM on Local Economic Development
 8.00,

bus transfer from Asti to Torino

Workshop 1. “Sustainability, Culture and Local Economic Development”
 8.45-10.00,

Cooperating to advance the new post 2015 development agenda, plenary session at III Forum
on Local Economic Development (Piazzetta Reale, Torino)

10.30-12.00, UNESCO designations and local development: World Heritage Sites and Biosphere
Reserves (Palazzo Cisterna, Torino), with contributions by Matteo Rosati (UNESCO) and
Carlo Salone (University of Torino-DIST)

12.30-13.30, Closing Ceremony of the III Forum on Local Economic Development (Piazzetta Reale,
Torino)

15.00-17.00, Connecting culture, agriculture and the urban environment (Stupinigi Royal Palace
and rural compounds, Torino)

20.00, meetings with local producers and dinner at Nizza Monferrato, Palazzo Crova, in
collaboration with Consorzio Barbera d’Asti e vini del Monferrato (Nizza Monferrato).

Ban Ki-moon (United Nations Secretary-General) at
the III world Forum on Local Economic Development

Working sessions at Palazzo Cisterna (Turin) in the
morning.
The introduction speech has been run by Alessio Re
(CSS-Ebla and University of Torino) and the Behind
Food Sustainability exhibition concept and contents were
explained by Matteo Rosati and commented by
participants.
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Carlo Salone (University of Torino) run his speech
about UNESCO Designation and local sustainable
development

The afternoon session was dedicated to the visit at
“Stupinigi è” association in Nichelino (Turin). Welcome
speech has been run by Manuela Ghirardi. Several
speeches have been run by: Angelino Riggio (Major of
Nichelino); Stefano Boccardo (Major of Candiolo);
Alessandro Ferregutti (Director of Parco di Stupinigi);
Lorenzo Petitti (President of “Stupinigi è”) and other
stakeholders.

All the speeches run during the afternoon were aimed to
explain what “Stupinigi è” is and what they do to value
and promote it. Also several local stakeholders talked
and liven up the discussion with the delegates.

Dinner and conversations with stakeholders at
“Consorzio Barbera d’Asti e vini del Monferrato at
Nizza Monferrato (Asti). Introduction and welcome
speech has been run by Filippo Mobrici (president of the
Consorzio), with several interventions by local producers
and the Academy participants.
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> Landscapes in Langhe-Roero and Monferrato World Heritage site
17 October, Langhe-Roero and Monferrato World Heritage Site
Workshop 2. “World Heritage sustainable practices”
9.30, Agricultural and Cultural production (Parco culturale Orme su La Court, Castelnuovo
Calcea)

11.00, Appreciating and understanding the cultural landscape: visit to the Barbaresco village and
tower(Barbaresco)

15.00, Landscape, museums and creativity: visit at Wine Museum (Barolo)

17.30, Communities and local traditions: the international truffle fair (Alba)

Dinner in Alba


Visit at Cultural Park “Orme su La
Court”, “Cascina La Court” at
Castelnuovo Calcea (Asti).
Visit at Barbaresco village (Cuneo),
tower and view of the cultural landscape
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Visit at Wine Museum at Barolo
(WIMU).
Meeting with Filippo Taricco, promoter
of the “Collisioni Literature and Music
rural Festival” at the Wine Museum.

Visit and dinner at the
International truffle fair in Alba.

Meeting and discussion with Mauro
Carbone (ATL Local Touristic
Agency in Alba): presentation and
discussion of the local policies and
initiatives to attract and manage visitors.
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> The Castiglia in Saluzzo
18 October, Monviso Transboundary Biosphere Reserve
Workshop 3. “Sustainable practices in Biosphere Reserves”
10.15, Territorial marketing and promotion (Saluzzo, San Giovanni)
10.45, The management plan of the Monviso Transboundary Biosphere Reserve (Saluzzo, San
Giovanni)

11.15, Mapping the cultural industries in the Monviso area (Saluzzo, San Giovanni)

12.30, Rehabilitating heritage, landscape and community values (Ostana)

16.30, Food and new paths for local development (Pollenzo, University of Gastronomic
Sciences, and Bra)
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Alessio Re introducted the morning session
in Saluzzo with Mr Mauro Calderoni
(Major of Saluzzo), who presented the city,
its important history and its current policies
and initiatives in the promotion of cultural
tourism in relation to the biosphere reserve
area. Mr Re also illustrated the management
plan of the Transboudary Biosphere Reserve
area.

Massimo Grisoli

(Director of Po River Park)

Aldo Buzio (CSS-Ebla) explained italian
experiences of cultural districts in the food
sector.
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Visit at Ostana and
lunch at “Rifugio Galaberna”. During
lunch several speeches has been run by
Carlo Ferrero, Aldo Reineri,
Tobias Luthe and Melanie Rottmann,
Fredo Valla, Ines Cavalcanti on the
process of repopulation and promotion of the
mountain village.

Visit at University of Gastronomic Sciences
in Pollenzo WH complex.

19 October, UN Campus, Torino
9.30, Institutional addresses: Municipality of Torino, Piedmont Region, UNSSC, ITCILO, UNESCO

10.00, The role of the Academy for the future management of UNESCO territories, Giovanna
Segre, IUAV University of Venice and CSS-Ebla

10.30, The dimensions of Sustainable Development, Sergio Scamuzzi, University of Torino and
UNESCO chair on Sustainable Development and Territory Management

11.00 coffee break


Training Session 1: “The dimensions of sustainable development”
11.15, Opening: the work of the City of Torino to sustain the role of Culture in local
development, Piero Fassino, mayor of the City of Torino;

11.30, World Heritage and Sustainable Development, Marie Noelle Tournoux,
UNESCO World Heritage Centre

12.00, Biosphere Reserves and Sustainable Development, Philippe Pypaert, UNESCO Venice
Office

12.30 lunch break

14.00, Lessons and questions for the world of tomorrow, presentations and debates:
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Dawood Al-Wahaibi, Aflaj Irrigation Systems, Oman, WH
Ignacio Gomez Arriola, Agave Landscape and Ancient Industrial facilities, Mexico, WH
Yunus Arbi, Cultural Landscape of Bali Province, Indonesia, WH
Juliana Forero, Classical gardens of Suzhou, Tongli, China, WH
Maria Teresa Pinna, Ferrara and its Po Delta, Italy, WH
Mbarak Abdulahir Abdallah, Fort Jesus, Mombasa and Lamu Old Town, Kenya, WH;
Svetlana Belova, Katon-Karagay, Kazakhstan, BR
Massimo Grisoli, Monviso, France and Italy, BR
Catherine Cibien, Mont Ventoux, France, BR
Carlos Enrique Maradiaga Melara, Río Plátano Biosphere Reserve, Honduras, BR
Stephane Ritzenthaler, The Causses and the Cévennes, France, WH
Marco Mario Avanza, Monica Perroni, Benedetto Franchina, Ticino Valley, Italy, BR
20.00, dinner at UN Campus
Day four took place at UN Campus in Torino
and it has been opened by:
Piero Fassino (Major of Turin), Patricia
O’ Donovan (Director of the ITC-ILO)
Jafar Javan (Director of the United Nations
System Staff College), Paola Casagrande
(Culture Sector of Regione Piemonte), Sergio
Scamuzzi (University of Turin)
The following sessions have then been introducted
by Giovanna Segre (President of CSS-Ebla).

Training officially started with

Marie Noelle Tournoux (UNESCO
Wolrd Heritage Centre)

Philippe Pypaert (UNESCO Venice
Office)
introduced the MaB program and
focused on the post 2015 MDGs.
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Lessons and questions from the world of tomorrow, presentations and
debates
Aflaj Irrigation System – Oman WH,
presented by Dawood Al-Wahaibi
The property includes five aflaj irrigation
systems and is representative of some 3,000
such systems still in use in Oman. The origins
of this system of irrigation may date back to
AD 500, but archaeological evidence suggests
that irrigation systems existed in this extremely
arid area as early as 2500 BC. Using gravity,
water is channelled from underground sources
or springs to support agriculture and domestic
use. The fair and effective management and
sharing of water in villages and towns is still
underpinned by mutual dependence and
communal values and guided by astronomical
observations. Numerous watchtowers built to
defend the water systems form part of the site
reflecting the historic dependence of
communities on the aflaj system. Threatened by
falling level of the underground water table, the
aflaj represent an exceptionally well-preserved
form of land use.

Agave Landscape and Ancient Industrial
facilities – Mexico, WH, presented by
Ignacio Gomez Arriola
The 34,658 ha site, between the foothills of the
Tequila Volcano and the deep valley of the Rio
Grande River, is part of an expansive landscape
of blue agave, shaped by the culture of the
plant used since the 16th century to produce
tequila spirit and for at least 2,000 years to
make fermented drinks and cloth. Within the
landscape are working distilleries reflecting the
growth in the international consumption of
tequila in the 19th and 20th centuries. Today,
the agave culture is seen as part of national
identity. The area encloses a living, working
landscape of blue agave fields and the urban
settlements of Tequila, Arenal, and Amatitan
with large distilleries where the agave
‘pineapple' is fermented and distilled. The
property is also a testimony to the Teuchitlan
cultures which shaped the Tequila area from
AD 200-900, notably through the creation of
terraces for agriculture, housing, temples,
ceremonial mounds and ball courts.
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Classical Gardens of Suzhou Tongli –
China, WH, presented by Juliana Forero
Bordamalo
Classical Chinese garden design, which seeks to
recreate natural landscapes in miniature, is
nowhere better illustrated than in the nine
gardens in the historic city of Suzhou. They are
generally acknowledged to be masterpieces of
the genre. Dating from the 11th-19th century,
the gardens reflect the profound metaphysical
importance of natural beauty in Chinese culture
in their meticulous design.

Fort Jesus Mombasa
and Lamu Old Town – Kenya, WH,
presented by Mbarak Abdulahir Abdallah
Lamu Old Town is the oldest and bestpreserved Swahili settlement in East Africa,
retaining its traditional functions. Built in coral
stone and mangrove timber, the town is
characterized by the simplicity of structural
forms enriched by such features as inner
courtyards, verandas, and elaborately carved
wooden doors. Lamu has hosted major Muslim
religious festivals since the 19th century, and
has become a significant centre for the study of
Islamic and Swahili cultures.
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Katon –Karagay – Kazakhstan, BR,
presented by Svetlana Belova
The Katon-Karagay Biosphere Reserve is
located in the upper reaches of the rivers
Bukhtarma, White and Black Berel, and
includes the southern slopes of the ridges
Listvyaga and Katun (the eastern peak
Belukha), ridges of the left bank of the
Buhtarma River: Sarymsakty, Tarbagatai
(Southern Altain) and the Southern Altai.
The northern part, which includes part of
Katun ridge, has altitudes from 2,000m to
4,506m (Belukha). The same landscape is
observed in the Eastern part of Southern
Altai ridge. The rest of the site’s territory,
including Sarymsakty, Tarbagatay and
Listvyaga ridges. The abundance of
meadow herbs and flowers comprises
more than 1,000 species of higher
vascular plants, as well as mosses, lichens
and fungi.

Ferrara, City of Reinaissance and its Po
Delta – Italy, WH, presented by Maria
Teresa Pinna
Ferrara, which grew up around a ford over the
River Po, became an intellectual and artistic
centre that attracted the greatest minds of the
Italian Renaissance in the 15th and 16th
centuries.
Here, Piero della Francesca, Jacopo Bellini and
Andrea Mantegna decorated the palaces of the
House of Este. The humanist concept of the
'ideal city' came to life here in the
neighbourhoods built from 1492 onwards by
Biagio Rossetti according to the new principles
of perspective.
The completion of this project marked the
birth of modern town planning and influenced
its subsequent development.
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Rio Platano Biosphere Reserve –
Honduras, BR, presented by Carlos
Enrique Maradiaga Melara
The Rio Plátano Biosphere Reserve runs
along the western edge of the Gracias a
Dios Province. It is also inscribed on the
World Heritage List because of its
biophysical, as well as cultural and
historical characteristics. The biosphere
reserve is one of the largest and diverse
humid tropical forests in Mesoamerica. It
represents habitats for a significant
biological diversity and counts four ethnic
groups within its limits. The area is also a
historical site of archaeological
importance and it has more than 200 sites
with this type of resources. Nevertheless,
strong social, economic and political
pressures exist today for its colonization.
The advance of the agricultural front and
the inadequate management of its natural
and cultural resources are examples of
these pressures. The main goal of the
biosphere reserve is to protect the area
from colonization and deforestation,
assist local farmers associations and
indigenous people in the sustainable use
of natural resources, and to establish a
baseline of information through research.

The Causses and the Cévennes,
Mediterranean agro-pastoral Cultural
Landscape – France, WH, presented
by Stephane Ritzenthaler
This 302,319 ha property, in the southern
part of central France, is a mountain
landscape interspersed by deep valleys
that is representative of the relationship
between agro-pastoral systems and their
biophysical environment, notably through
drailles or drove roads. Villages and
substantial stone farmhouses on deep
terraces of the Causses reflect the
organization of large abbeys from the
11th century. Mont Lozère, inside the
property, is one of the last places where
summer transhumance is still practiced in
the traditional way, using the drailles.
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Appenino Tosco-Emiliano – Italy, BR,
presented by GiuseppeVignali and
Alessandra Curotti
The Appennino Tosco-Emiliano Biosphere
Reserve is located in the Tuscany and Emilia
Romagna regions of north-central Italy. It
covers the Tuscan-Emilian Apennine ridge
from Passo della Cisa to Passo delle Forbici,
which marks the geographical and climatic
boundary between continental and
Mediterranean Europe. The area contains close
to 70% of total species present in Italy
including 122 species of birds, amphibians,
reptiles, mammals and fish, as well as a wide
variety of flora comprising at least 260 aquatic
and terrestrial plant species.

> UN Campus in Torino
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20 October, UN Campus, Torino
Training Session 2: “Management planning for UNESCO designated territories”
9.30, Management planning for UNESCO designated territories, Alessio Re, CSS-Ebla
10.00, Community involvement and participatory planning, Alessia Mariotti, University of
Bologna, CAST

10.45 coffee break

11.00, Sustainable Tourism, Benjamin Carey, Dunira Strategy, UK

11.45, Environmental prevention and disaster risk management, Paolo Canuti and Nicola
Casagli, University of Florence

12.30 lunch break

14.00, Lessons and questions for the world of tomorrow, presentations and debates:

Alessandra Curotti, Giuseppe Vignali, Appennino Tosco-Emiliano, Italy, BR

Luisa De Marco, Portovenere, Cinque Terre and the islands, Italy, WH

Maria del Pilar Gilardo Rendon, Coffee Cultural Landscape, Colombia, WH

Giovanni Villani, Costiera Amalfitana, Italy, WH

Dimitris Michelogioannis, Gorge of Samaria National Park, Greece, BR;

Zsuzsa Tolnay, Hortobagy National Park, Hungary, WH

Roberto Bombarda, Ledro Alps and Judicarie, Italy, BR

Sebinane Lekoekoe, Maloti Drakensberg, Lesotho and South Africa, WH

Vlatko Rozac, Mura-Drava-Danube, Croatia and Hungary, BR

Duska Dimovic, Mura-Drava-Danube, WWF Office, Serbia, WH

Zoran Pavlov, Natural and Cultural Heritage of the Ohrid region, the Former Yugoslav
Republic of Macedonia, WH

Dejan Panovsky, Ohrid-Prespa, the Former Yougoslav Republic of Macedonia, BR

Claudia Munera, Rio San Juan Biosphere Reserve, Nicaragua, BR

19.30, visit at The National Automobile Museum of Turin and session on UNESCO
creative cities

20.15, dinner at MAUTO, Torino



Day five developed at UN Campus in Torino and it was
opened by a speech by Alessio Re on “Management planning
for UNESCO designated territories”

Alessia Mariotti (University of Bologna), speaking about
“Community involvement and partecipatory planning.”
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Benjamin Carey (Dunira Strategy) focused on Sustainable
Tourism and case studies

Paolo Canuti and Nicola Casagli (University of
Florence) focused their inervention on the Environmental
prevention and disaster risk management.

Lessons and questions
presentations and debates

from

the

world

of

tomorrow,

Hortobagy National Park – Hungary, WH,
presented by Zsuzsa Tolnay
The nearly 75 000 ha area of the World Heritage
property “Hortobágy National Park – the Puszta”,
located on the Great Hungarian Plain in the eastern
part of Hungary, is an outstanding example of a
cultural landscape which preserves intact and visible
evidence of its traditional pastoral use over more
than two millennia and represents the harmonious
interaction between people and nature. The Puszta
consists of vast plains where specific land-use
practices such as animal husbandry, including
grazing of hardy livestock breeds adapted to the
natural conditions of alkaline pastures, steppes,
meadows and wetlands.
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The Amalfi Coast – Italy, WH, presented by
Giovanni Villani
The Amalfi coast is an area of great physical beauty
and natural diversity. It has been intensively settled
by human communities since the early Middle Ages.
There are a number of towns such as Amalfi and
Ravello with architectural and artistic works of great
significance. The rural areas show the versatility of
the inhabitants in adapting their use of the land to
the diverse nature of the terrain, which ranges from
terraced vineyards and orchards on the lower slopes
to wide upland pastures.

Maloti Drakensburg Park – Lesotho/South
Africa, WH, presented by Sebinane Lekoekoe
The Maloti-Drakensberg Park is a transboundary
site composed of the uKhahlamba Drakensberg
National Park in South Africa and the Sehlathebe
National Park in Lesotho. The site has exceptional
natural beauty in its soaring basaltic buttresses,
incisive dramatic cutbacks, and golden sandstone
ramparts as well as visually spectacular sculptured
arches, caves, cliffs, pillars and rock pools. The
site's diversity of habitats protects a high level of
endemic and globally important plants. The site
harbors endangered species such as the Cape
vulture (Gyps coprotheres) and the bearded vulture
(Gypaetus barbatus). Lesotho’s Sehlabathebe
National Park also harbors the Maloti minnow
(Pseudobarbus quathlambae), a critically
endangered fish species only found in this park.
This spectacular natural site contains many caves
and rock-shelters with the largest and most
concentrated group of paintings in Africa south of
the Sahara. They represent the spiritual life of the
San people, who lived in this area over a period of
4,000 years.
Ledro Alps
and Judicaria – Italy, BR, presented by Roberto
Bombarda
The Ledro Alps and Judicaria Biosphere Reserve is
located in the Trento region of northern Italy, between
the Dolomite World Heritage Site and Lake Garda. The
site is representative of the southern slopes of the
central-eastern Alps and comprises a variety of habitats
including Alpine meadows, forest, grasslands and
moorlands, alternating with traditional crops. Its location
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contributes to a rich and varied biodiversity, creating a
continuous north-south corridor between the protected
areas of the Po valley and the northern Alps. The
proposed area includes two settlements around Lake
Ledro and Lake Carera and is inscribed on the UNESCO
World Heritage List.

Gorge of Samaria National Park,
Creete-Greece, BR, presented by Dimitris
Michelogioannis
Located on the southwestern coast of Crete, this
biosphere reserve and national park is situated in a
mountainous limestone area famous for the deep narrow
Samaria Gorge. The area comprises examples of high
altitude Mediterranean forest (including virgin stands of
Cupressus sempervirens), maquis and phrygana. The typical
Mediterranean fauna include, endemic species of wild
goat (Capra aegagrus cretensis). As in most parts of the
Mediterranean, the area was formerly subject to grazing
and timber extraction.

Mura-Drava-Danube –
Croatia and Hungary, BR, presented by Vlatko
Rozac
This transboundary biosphere reserve stretches along the
Drava, Mura and Danube Rivers, which are separated by
flood prevention dykes into an inundation area and a
flood-controlled side. The biosphere reserve provides an
important tool in learning different approaches to
floodplain management.
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Natural and Cultural Heritage of
the Ohrid region – FYR of Macedonia, WH,
presented by Zoran Pavlov
Situated on the shores of Lake Ohrid, the town of
Ohrid is one of the oldest human settlements in
Europe. Built mainly between the 7th and 19th
centuries, it has the oldest Slav monastery (St
Pantelejmon) and more than 800 Byzantine-style
icons dating from the 11th to the end of the 14th
century. After those of the Tretiakov Gallery in
Moscow, this is considered to be the most
important collection of icons in the world

Ohrid-Prespa – FYR of Macedonia, BR,
presented by Dejan Panovsky
The entire area of the TBR is rich in biodiversity with
worldwide rare and endangered species. Due to the
historical genesis of the two lakes, numerous endemic
species which are unique are present only in these
aquatic and surrounding terrestrial ecosystems.
National Parks were created in the 1950s with the aim
to preserve these values. The Galicica and Pelister
National Parks as well as the Prespa National Park
are good examples of the conservation function of a
Biosphere Reserve, with about 14,000 ha., core zone
of the reserve, been kept free from human use. The
precious core areas of the Ohrid-Prespa TBR are
surrounded by a 140,429.27 ha. buffer zone in which
the use of natural resources will enhance the
conservation goals of the core zone. In the so-called
transition zone surrounding the buffer zones, the use
of natural resources will be subject to sustainability.
Developing a sustainable use of natural resources to
the benefit of the local population is the central
challenging goal of the entire TBR. As the target
region has been populated by humans for over 7,000
years, the old knowledge on the sustainable use of the
existing resources will have to be rediscovered and
combined with modern tools and measures to
improve the livelihood of the inhabitants.
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Rio San Juan – Nicaragua, BR, presented by
Claudia Munera
Río San Juan Biosphere Reserve is composed of
seven protected areas and other adjacent territories.
The biosphere reserve covers an important variety of
ecosystems representative of tropical humid forests
and wetlands, tidal marsh, coastal lagoons and
estuaries which are important shelters for rare or
threatened animals and plant genetic resources of the
meso-American tropics. Furthermore the biosphere
reserve includes a part of Lake Cocibolca and the
municipalities of El Almendro, San Miguelito,
Morrito and Nueva Guinea with a large (256,000
habitants) and culturally rich human population
including 20,000 habitants of Rama, Miskitu, Negra
and Creole ethnic groups. Each one of these groups
has its own way of preserving and/or using the
national resources of the area.
The vast size of the biosphere reserve, in addition to
its proximity to neighbouring Costa Rica protected
areas, and as part of the Mesoamerican Biological
Corridor, guarantee an adequate area for preserving
genetic diversity, free mobility of species, breeding
and maintenance of major species such as the jaguar
or american tiger (Felis onca), the tapir (Tapirus
biardii) and the red and green parrot (Psittacideae).
Mura-Drava-Danube,
WWF Office – Serbia, BR (nonination),
presented by Duska Dimovic
The joint initiative of WWF and EuroNatur for
the conservation of the so-called Amazon of
Europe, establishing a UNESCO transboundary
Biosphere Reserve Mura-Drava-Danube,
represents the first protected area in the world
which borders and is jointly managed by five
countries – Serbia, Croatia, Hungary, Slovenia
and Austria.
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Coffee Cultural Landscape –
Colombia, WH, presented by Maria del Pilar
Gilardo Rendon
An exceptional example of a sustainable and
productive cultural landscape that is unique and
representative of a tradition that is a strong symbol
for coffee growing areas worldwide - encompasses six
farming landscapes, which include 18 urban centres
on the foothills of the western and central ranges of
the Cordillera de los Andes in the west of the
country. It reflects a centennial tradition of coffee
growing in small plots in the high forest and the way
farmers have adapted cultivation to difficult
mountain conditions. The urban areas, mainly
situated on the relatively flat tops of hills above
sloping coffee fields, are characterized by the
architecture of the Antioquian colonization with
Spanish influence. Building materials were, and
remain in some areas, cob and pleated cane for the
walls with clay tiles for the roofs.
The Po River in the Area of Turin, Italy, BR
(nomination), presented by Ippolito Ostellino
and Monica Mantelli
The territory of a river and the territory of the hills
delimiting it in the east is a unique setting that only a
few big urban centers can boast: the area of Turin has
this luck. We are apparently far from the stereotype
of the "protected area" recalling large woodlands,
snow-clad summits, and wild animals. Our context is
an area with a high human pressure, characterized at
the same time by important habitats and historicalarchitectural features: a system of protected areas
established in order to improve a urban area, and
therefore also to provide recreational and outdoor
opportunities to its over two million citizens and to
the tourists visiting it. The rivers of the area of Turin
belong to nature, to fascinating river landscapes,
corridors for the bird migration, where historical
evidences of the relationship between man and the
river are still visible. Collina Torinese is still a casket
of woodlands and landscapes facing the unique alpine
chain it is possible to admire from Turin.
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> EXPO Milan 2015
21 October, EXPO 2015 Milan
Training Session 3: “Productive territories and sustainability”










10.30, Addresses by the City of Geneva and City of Lausanne;
10.40, The UNESCO debate on Intangible Cultural Heritage, foodways and sustainable development,
Chiara Bortolotto, Laboratories d’anthropologic et d’histoire de l’institution de la culture,
Paris;
11.00, Cross-border Enforcement of Intangible Cultural Heritage through Geographical Indications,
Benedetta Ubertazzi, University of Milan-Bicocca;
11.30, Lessons and questions for the world of tomorrow: experiences and testimonies
from the wine cultural landscapes:
Emmanuel Estoppey, Lavaux Vineyard Terraces, Switzerland, WH;
Cassiano Luminati, Rhaetian Railway in the Albula/Bernina Landscapes,
Switzerland/Italy, WH;
Roberto Cerrato, The vineyards of Piedmont: Langhe-Roero and Monferrato, Italy,
WH;
Ricardo Bento, Alto Douro Wine Region, Portugal, WH;
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Francesko Dubokovic, Stari Grad Plain, Croatia, WH;
12.45, An agenda for the future management goals of UNESCO designations

Day six at EXPO Milan 2015 has been opened by the
spokerpersons of the city of Geneva and Lausanne
managing the Swiss pavillon in the end period of
EXPO.

Chiara Bortolotto

(Laboratories d’anthropologie et d’historie de l’institution
de la culture - Paris), focused her presentation on the
debate on Intangible Cultural Heritage, foodways and
sustainable development.

Benedetta Ubertazzi (University
of Milan-Bicocca).
The main topic discussed in her presentation
has been “Cross-border Enforcement of Intagible
Cultural Heritage through Geographical
Indications.
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Lessons and questions from the world of tomorrow, presentations
and debates
Alto Douro Wine Region –
Portugal, WH, presented by Ricardo Bento
Wine has been produced by traditional
landholders in the Alto Douro region for
some 2,000 years. Since the 18th century, its
main product, port wine, has been world
famous for its quality. This long tradition of
viticulture has produced a cultural landscape
of outstanding beauty that reflects its
technological, social and economic evolution

Stari Gran Plain– Croatia, WH, presented by
Francesko Dubokovic
Stari Grad Plain on the Adriatic island of Hvar
is a cultural landscape that has remained
practically intact since it was first colonized by
Ionian Greeks from Paros in the 4th century
BC. The original agricultural activity of this
fertile plain, mainly centring on grapes and
olives, has been maintained since Greek times
to the present. The site is also a natural
reserve. The landscape features ancient stone
walls and trims, or small stone shelters, and
bears testimony to the ancient geometrical
system of land division used by the ancient
Greeks, the chora which has remained
virtually intact over 24 centuries.
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Rhaetian Railway in the Albula/Bernina
Lanscape – Italy/Switzerland, WH, presented
by Cassiano Luminati
Rhaetian Railway in the Albula / Bernina
Landscapes, brings together two historic
railway lines that cross the Swiss Alps through
two passes. Opened in 1904, the Albula line in
the north western part of the property is 67
km long. It features an impressive set of
structures including 42 tunnels and covered
galleries and 144 viaducts and bridges. The 61
km Bernina pass line features 13 tunnels and
galleries and 52 viaducts and bridges. The
property is exemplary of the use of the railway
to overcome the isolation of settlements in the
Central Alps early in the 20th century, with a
major and lasting socio-economic impact on
life in the mountains. It constitutes an
outstanding technical, architectural and
environmental ensemble and embodies
architectural and civil engineering
achievements, in harmony with the landscapes
through which they pass.

Ticino Valley – Italy, BR, presented by Marco
Mario Avanza and Benedetto Franchina
The Valle del Ticino is a ‘riverscape’ biosphere
reserve along the Ticino River in the north of
Italy, situated at the meeting place of the
culturally rich regions Lombardy and
Piedmont. It represents an important
ecological corridor within the urbanized and
industrialized Po plain. The site encompasses
a mosaic of ecosystems with large river
habitats, wetlands, riparian woods and patches
of primary plain forest which covered the
entire valley during Roman colonization. At
the same time, the area is characterized by its
traditional rural landscape with semi-natural
ecosystems with paddy rice, cornfields,
permanent grasslands and ‘marcita’ (watermeadow).
Within the Ticino Lombardo and Ticino
Piemontese natural parks, visitor centers and
information, point walking trails and cycling
paths have been created. The cycling paths
run for more than 100 km and touch on
places of natural interest. These activities are
carried out by Parks in collaboration with
environmental associations of the two regions.
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Lavaux Vineyard Terraces – Switzerland, WH,
presented by Emmanuel Estoppey
The Lavaux Vineyard Terraces, stretching for
about 30 km along the south-facing northern
shores of Lake Geneva from the Chateau de
Chillon to the eastern outskirts of Lausanne in
the Vaud region, cover the lower slopes of the
mountainside between the villages and the
lake. Although there is some evidence that
vines were grown in the area in Roman times,
the present vine terraces can be traced back to
the 11th century, when Benedictine and
Cistercian monasteries controlled the area. It
is an outstanding example of a centuries-long
interaction between people and their
environment, developed to optimize local
resources so as to produce a highly valued
wine that has always been important to the
economy.

Vineyard Landscape of Piedmont: LangheRoero and Monferrato, WH, presented by
Roberto Cerrato
This landscape covers five distinct wine-growing
areas with outstanding landscapes and the Castle of
Cavour, an emblematic name both in the
development of vineyards and in Italian history. It
is located in the southern part of Piedmont,
between the Po River and the Ligurian Apennines,
and encompasses the whole range of technical and
economic processes relating to the winegrowing
and winemaking that has characterized the region
for centuries. Vine pollen has been found in the
area dating from the 5th century BC, when
Piedmont was a place of contact and trade between
the Etruscans and the Celts; Etruscan and Celtic
words, particularly wine-related ones, are still found
in the local dialect. During the Roman Empire,
Pliny the Elder mentions the Piedmont region as
being one of the most favourable for growing vines
in ancient Italy; Strabo mentions its barrels.
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Feedbacks and inputs
A feedback questionnaire was proposed to participants during and after the working sessions
to collect suggestions to assess the overal experience and improve the next possible editions
of the Academy.
Feedbacks received are highligting a very good level of appreciation and committment; main
strenghts are recognized in the exploration of the issues of sustainable development practices
in connection with different UNESCO programs, in mixing theoretical and practical
approaches, and in the multicultural environment with a strongo potential of networking.
Suggestions for future editions mainly regarded the improvement of occasions to share
comments and questions between participants. Here a synthesis with some selected
comments:
1.2 Main strenghts

(In your opinion, what
were
the
main
strengths of the
Academy?)

Testimonies / Comments:
“The binding together of World Heritage Sites and MaB Reserves.”
“The facilities and overal atmosphere in the UN Torino Campus.”
“The creation of a network between the representatives of the different sites, UNESCO Venice
Office and the CSS EBLA team.”
“The constant mixing together of participants, lecturers and supporting team.”
“The field work, the opportunity to visit some of the designated sites, and talking with the people in
charge of the farms, business, and the different projects.”
“The high qualification level of Academy leaders and deep knowledges of BRs and WHS
problems and innovation ways for their solution, especially in well-developed countries and wellknown WHS.”
“The visits to various italian sites which offered a practical and interactive opportunity where ideas
were exchanged. It was a brilliant move as ideas were shared while observing the results. It was
really amazing.”
“The participant of the academy were managers and practitioners with good experience in the sites
they were presenting. This created groups of discussion very constructive as well as enriched the field
visits.”
“The sites presented had connection with the subject of the Academy. This made coherent the
presentations sequence and a general debate on the subject. Also the lessons for each case were
useful for other cases.”
“The site visits were very rich. Topics related to management, heritage, innovation and community
participation were approached in the field visit. This gave many tools and ideas for heritage
management and sustainability for the participants.”
“The approach of economy of culture in all the discussions and lessons and the link to the
sustainable tourism.”
“To do the fields visits before the classroom part, to create a cohesion in the group and
The richness of exchanging ideas, best practises and problems in the managing of the sites.”
“The origin of people coming from really different parts of the world with different values and way
of thinking, most of all on the relationship between nature and culture.”
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“To be able to gather different WH realities and managers, enables us to evaluate, by comparison,
our own reality in managing a site (methods, models, strategies, etc.)”
“Very good organization (visits, bus transfers, accomodations and meals).”
“Programm : 3 days “visits”/3 days “classrooms”.”
“Friendly ambience which promotes exchanges between the participants”
“The wealth of inputs (selection of experts and the topics they represented) the rich field experiences,
networking opportunities (from different corners of the world with different cultural backgrounds,
views and experiances, etc.), linking UNESCO officials directly with site practitioners to name the
most important ones.”
“Integration to the diferent topics about the sustainability, including the visits and meettings to
different experiences about the economic development around the product like the wine, touristic
services in territory and integration between the culture and the tourism and the food, like factors to
contibute to the differentiation.”
“Opportunity for the exchange and presentation of experiencies and best practices at international
level about designated sites world heritage and biosphere reserves”.
1.3 Main
weaknesses
(What were the main
weaknesses of the
Academy?)

“Too much information to absorb during the first days.”
“Tight schedule. If future editions of the academy will include presentations from all the
participants it would be better to have at least one day more of academy in order to have the
opportunity to hear and learn from all the other participants.”
“Too short, one day more necessary for the classroom part to let more time for discussions, questions
and plenary exchanges.”
“Less presentations in each training session, would allow more fruitful discussions among
participants.”
“All the presentations and lectures were very interesting and deserved some appropriate time for
questions, but in many cases due the short time of the agenda there were not enough time for a
proper back feeding and questions, especially during the last day at ExpoMilan.”
“I think Academy should invite more participants from poor-developed countries and post- soviet
countries with reach natural and cultural potencial under dangerous, and find suitable ways and
case studies how to work without sufficient financial resources, in difficult conditions (remoteness,
bed roads, poverty, etc.)”
“To pay special attention to inviting to the Academy more NGOs.”
“The main challenge will be to “produce” something usefull when we will come back to our site. “
“To include in the programme more time for the exchange of knowledge between designated world
heritage sites and for the discuss common problems that exist in certain territories.”
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1.4 Needs and
expectations

4,55 (average of the received evaluations)

(Did the Academy

meet your needs and
expectations? Answer on
a scale of 1 (lowest) to 5
(highest): 5)
1.5 Time
investment

4,95 (average of the received evaluations)

(Was the Academy a

good investment of

your time? Answer on a
scale of 1 (lowest) to 5
(highest))
2.1 Workshop
methodology
appropriatedness:
(Do

you

think

the

“Everything was great. Slightly better time consumption is needed.”
“Yes, it was appropriate. Suggestions: make it longer! A couple of days extra for the case studies
and lectures will be great, in order to all participants have plenty of time for their presentations and
a final round for conclusions and discussion”.

workshop
methodology, based “Yes, especially demonstration of practical approaches (study-tour) and combination business &
on the integration of conservation & creativity. We needed more opportunities for reflection and discussion
theory, case studies and
networking,
was
appropriate and useful?
Do you have any
suggestion as to how it
might be improved?)

(with regards to adapt acquired knowledges to representing sites/BB)”.

“It was excellent! Especially because everywhere we went we were wholeheartedly welcome and
treated with great care.”
“The methodology was totally appropriated. Actually I have seen very few academic encounters
where the time dedicated to the field visit/case studies was so extended, which in my perspective is
one of the most important aspects of this events. This combined with the theoretical debates had as
result useful and practical lessons for the participants. These two created an atmosphere for
networking to be enhanced and possible. Just one technical suggestion, maybe to provide the email
address of the participants and lecturers could be helpful.”
“I put the workshop methodology in the 1.2 paragraph as a strength so I think it was the best way
for organizing a first edition and creating a network. It was intense bu it should be if we wanted to
learn something!”
“I think that the methodology was very appropiate. I suggest to have more time to the exchange of
knowlegde between the participating sites. I suggest that the presentations of the participating sites
could be made from the begining of the event.”
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2.2; 2.3 Relevancy
of field visits:
(Were the field visits
(Monviso TBR and
Langhe-Monferrato
WH) relevant to the
topic of the Academy?
Do you have any
suggestion as to how the
field work might be
improved?)
(Which of the field

visits
did
consider
interesting
useful?)

you
most
and

“Yes everything was relevant. With better time consumption we could have p.ex been able to discuss
in group those field trips in an organised manner. P.ex the wine museum, or the winery with the
art installations , interesting debates could have been elaborated.”
“Yes, the field visits where relevant, very interesting. Suggestions: same as above, maybe an extra
day would be ideal. Although both areas were fascinating, the case of Monviso and Stupinigi were
for me the most interesting cases, Monviso especially deserve a longer visit.”
“1 - Ostana! It was great and very useful, example how one person could change the world. 2 Stupinigi 3 - Parco culturale Orme su La Court”.
“It was relevant! The academy should also next target or make arrangement with the sites that
such time should be when the sites are holding such activities, like wine festival at Langhe. This
will offer real feeling and enhance participants’experience. Stupinigi was my favourite especially
because the products they are producing are produced out of the resources that my country has in
abundance. So the experince offered me opportunities that can be explored.”
“I only went to Monviso. This field visit was relevant in the sense that introduced diverse topics on
sustainable strategies and innovation when managing heritage. I believe that if before the visit is
possible to have a contextualization of the place and the organizations working there, it will save
much time to understand what are the different organizations doing. If there is a previous
contextualization for the participants, they can prepare more relevant and specific questions, which
can help them in their own specific problematic when managing heritage sites. For October 19 th I
consider Ostana the most interesting visit. It was led by the community and its leaders, which made
the experience very rich. Practitioners/participants were learning from the practitioners of the area.
Also, Ostana’s conditions made very special the visit to this site.”
“They were really interesting and linked to the theoric part. I suggest to find for every edition of the
academy different WH o BR to visit to have the possibility to know different situations and areas
and to do comparison and have other suggestions for the discussion. The meeting in the tourist office
in ALBA and the meeting in Stupinigi.”
“Yes, the filed visits were relevant. For me it was the visit to the Langhe-Monferrato WH.”
“Completely. I could find common issues between these two field visits and my site (cultural
landscape and local development in a mountainous area).
According to a professional point of view : Mont Viso BR because of these innovative examples of
economic and social development in a rural area.
But I also enjoy a lot the discovering of the Langhe-Monferrato cultural landscape and the people
who are making it and/or managing.”
“They were excellent. The opportunity to meet and interact with several and different stakeholders
gave a really valuable experience and a good insight in the affairs of these two case study sites.
Great organization. They provided different experiences and were useful in a different way.”
“It is very interesting to know these experiences and the socio cultural identity in the communities
living in these territories. I believe that every visit brings knowledge . In the case of Monviso TBR,
the possibility of developing innovative projects and to promote differentiating factors for tourism. In
the case of Monferrato the ability to generate economic development integrated to the culture and
toruism.”
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2.6 Priority topics:

“The maintenance of a dynamic network.”

(Were

“Community involvement and participatory planning. In my particular field of work it would be
relevant to have more emphasis in climate change adaptation (note only risk management) since
climate chance risks in the site, and its impacts on livelihoods of local communities and economic
activities could be more difficult to evaluate and perceive over time.”

the
topics
discussed during the
workshop useful for your
work? Which topic do
you consider to be a
priority?)

“Cultural landscape conservation and rehabilitation (Ostana, Tecila landscape, other) Creativity
for agricultural business and local development Architecture in rural cultural landscape.”
“Presentation by Alessio Re on Management Plan as it is one of the priority areas for my site.
Presentation by Alessia Mariotti as well enahnced my teaching content on cultural tourism and
sustainable development.”
“In general the topics discussed were all relevant for my work. One of the most fundamental was
related the productivity and sustainability in heritage sites. Trying to understand the economic
sustainability without having as only option sustainable tourism is one of the most difficult elements
when managing heritage.”
“Yes they are and for sure the managing of the site and the inegration between WH and BR is one
of the main and ordinary focus for our site. Also the focus on the sustainable tourism is completly
linked to what we are trying to do in the daily activities of the municipality and in the general
governance of the site.”
“Yes they were. I think the topics about intangible heritage and collective trademarks in WH
productive sites are a priority to be developed.”
“It will be really for my overall vision / strategy. This allows me to step back and consider my
actions in an increasingly globalized context. It was really important for me to see what happens in
other sites and it was also an expectation of my direction.”
“I consider that will be a priority, to identify opportunities to develop projects that allow including
an integrated management approach between culture and economic development.”
“I consider that the topic about the cultural and creative industries, show an opportunities to
promote new business with value-added around UNESCO sites.”
“The partnerships between the public sector and the private sector are a priority to achieve economic
development that involves economic and social welfare, preservation of the culture and
environmental protection.”
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3.1 Impact on site
management work
(How do you think the
knowledge
gathered
during the workshop will

impact in your work
and in the overall
management
of
your site/reserve?)

“It’s going to offer an important help. Follow ups are needed as well as a creative tool for the
networking between this year’s participants, scholars ets as well as with the ones of the following
sessions of the Academy.”
“I have now a different vision on how to include tangible and intangible heritage in the
management and economic development of a site. It was also very interesting to learn about the
participatory process to nominate the sites we visited and this is something I would like to apply
more in my work.”
“It will enhance my content and understanding of the field of cultural economics and cultural
tourism with the information on contemporary issues.”
“In general networking is one of the mayor impacts from this Academy. Out of this network I won
many resource persons and experiences for comparisons and analysis of heritage management issues.
Besides, out of some case studies presentation and field visits I got new ideas when managing sites
in China.”
“The impact was immediate in terms of enthusiasm and ideas to try to do better choices and to
solve the main problems that emerged also thanks to the discussions we had. We want also to
connect our site with the Academy to be involved in studies and researches about all the issues.
Ready!”
“I will definitely benefit from it, mainly in terms of approaches to manage and put in value the
intangible heritage and in cultural landscapes”
“My answer is approximatly the same as in 2.6. The workshop reminded me that we are in an
international network. It’s not just a label it’as also a work context. I’m trying to transmit it to
my colleagues and maybe the “international part” of our work will increase in the future. Since
2011, we didn’t work a lot with other designated sites (even in France) and that’s why also it was
important to participate at this workshop.”
“This was an interesting and inspiring experience. It can best be utilized in the areas of managing
tangible and intangible heritage and of stakeholder involvement.”
“Based on the knowledge gained at the Academy, in my work I will continue to support the
processes of project formulation and management of resources that contribute to the sustainability of
the coffee cultural landscape. In my organization we have Interest in developing a project about
cultural center or interpretation center of the Coffee Cultural Landscape, that show the values that
make the Coffe Cultural Landscape exceptional, the best practices to contribute to his
sustainability and, which becomes a cultural space for dissemination of heritage, but also can
connect other projects or Micro- Cultural and creative services, like universities projects about
design, arts, communication, cultural activities.”
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3.2 Mantaining the
links
to
the
Academy
(Would you be interested
in maintaining links

to the Academy and
its
Community?
How do you intend to
contribute to future
activities?)

“YES. I’m already considering of a smaller scale similar event in Crete.”
“Absolutely! One of the more positive parts of the academy was the possibilityt of have a
networking space with other professionals working in the management of UNESCO sites and
heritage in general. Maintaining the links with the academy and its community would be great not
only to keep intouch with colleagues but to learn from other experiences (either sucessful or not) in
other areas of the world, and from an interdisciplinary perspective, learning about new research
approaches, best practices, planning, a space where we can ask for support to address specific
situations.”
“We propose to organise training and study-tour with special geographic focus Eastern Europe,
post-soviet and Central American countries.”
“YES!! Sharing new developments from my country with regard to world heritage enterprice and
sustainable development.”
“Yes, I have interest. Maybe if in the future out of the academy there is a small publication of case
studies or something related, I can contribute by sharing my experience. Also if there is a need of
cooperation between the different members of the academy in specific subject the doors are open.”
“It ‘s really important to mantain the network to find the opportunity of cooperation and exchanges
to compare all the good practises and problems, to find new ideas and also resources (EU
projects?). It will be important to mantain connections through mails and social networks, but also
to fix an appointment every year to continue the networking and the common sharing of all the
central issues of our sites.”
“Definitely yes. If somehow the Academy is intended to be itinerant, maybe we can also try to help
organizing one session of the Academy in our WH.”
“Yes of course. Unfortunately I’m not used to work with people aroud the wold so I’ve no idea
about the most efficient tool. I guess we need the support of an external organization as a research
center or UNESCO office which have much more experience. Our contribution fro the community
could be as follows : Sharing of our practice and methodology to the community if there is a need
Welcoming members of the community if they want to visit and understand our site and his
management.”
“Definitely, I would be interested in maintaining links with the Academy and its Community. My
contribution can can be:
- attending sessions in person or on-line – sharing and exchanging experiences
- giving themed presentations (mostly case studies related to my site)
- writing up short papers (mostly case studies related to my site, and general on some
selected management topics – my speciality is heritage interpretation)
- contribution to summary papers
- reading and commenting on different materials
- providing location of sessions at my site
- dissemination of information and results within my organization and related
communities etc.”
“Yes I am interested in maintaining links to the Academy and its community. I think that it is
possible to create a network to share good practices, projects about sustainable development of
UNESCO designated sites world heritage an biosphere reserves, news and knowledge, and
research results and studies about the sustainability of the UNESCO designated sites world.”
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3.3 Follow up and
suggestions
for
future
developments
(Please provide any other
suggestions you may have
for
the
future
development of the
Academy
and
its
Community.)

“Again follow ups are needed as well as a creative tool for the networking between this year’s
participants, scholars ets as well as with the ones of the following sessions of the Academy.”
“As mentioned above, the duration. I think that a couple of days more is a good time for an
academy of this kind. I have been in training activities that are too short or others too long (3
weeks), so an academy of around 8-10 days is perfect timing and could be less tiring for you as
organizers and for the participants.”
“To develop network projects, i.e. Areas of Inspiration (creative development in remote rural
areas), Ecosystem services of Biosphere Reserves - innovation ways for their demonstration/
promotion.”
“Development of the netowrk of the sites that were represented and also an online platform for
sharing ideas and concepts regarding the entire world heritage in our countries.”
“Having some more time to discuss among participants the different realities, challenges and
strategies of each WH site.”
“Take advantage of this first Academy initiative and group, to develop and maintain a social
network international community (facebook and linkedin).”
“The results should be made visible for the larger UNESCO community. To maintain interest in
and support for the activities of the Academy among site managers and UNESCO officials, or
even other partners, the Academy should find its own and distictive profile, and should fucus on
gap and hot issues and topics. Definitely the view on and management of the tangible and
intangible heritage, natural and cultural and to reconcile the different conventions and programmes
(in these respects) is an exciting and startegic theme especially at “cultural/productive landscapes”.”
“To generate a publication or report including lessons learned, practices sustainability of world
heritage sites and biospheres sites in the world, with the conclusions of the Academy , to be
disseminated by UNESCO worldwide and local level for each representative site.”

Follow up
Based on the positive results and promising inputs received for the pilot edition, several
possibilities can take place to provide continuity to the experience:
- to make the “International Academy on Sustainable Development”, a regular (yearly based)
training program, in particular considering the possibility to focus each edition on specific
topics/issues. In consideration to the great interest posed by the international community
towards urban contexts and to the high number of relevant events and meetings dedicated to
cities in 2016 (eg Habitat III), the main topics of the IInd edition of the Academy could be
focused on cities and their role and potential to incubate and transfer good practices address
sustainability.
- to enforce the knowledge sharing and capacity trasnfer in the Academy and to continue to
invest in the setting-up of a Community of good practices among UNESCO territories:
aimed at promoting a cooperative network of site managers, operators and practitioners able
to disseminate and share knowledge, ideas, initiatives, practices, tools to properly manage the
UNESCO recognition to promote sustainable development in their respective territories and
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communities. The Community currently includes representative from 40 World Heritage
Sites and Biosphere Reserves, from 25 different countries;
- to enhance the institutional network as a mean to tranfer knowledge to territories,
operators and stakeholders, starting from the possible role of universities;
- to include other UNESCO programs (eg. Creative Cities; Intangible Heritage) in the
frame of the Academy and, possibly, to reformulate the title of the program as International
Academy on UNESCO (designations) and Sustainable Development;

Annexes:
Annex 1:
Final Recommendations of the International Academy on Sustainable Development
(2015)
Based on the workshop’s proceedings, the Academy’s participants and organizing
Committee identified a shared set of priority topics for the management and sustainable
development of UNESCO designated territories, and propose them as operational guidelines
for possible follow-up actions. In particular, these reccomendations invite each key
stakeholder in managing UNESCO designated territories to:
i.affirm and sustain the key role of cultural and natural heritage, in its full diversity, as basic
resources for approaching and achieving Sustainable Development Goals, Local
Economic Development and other internationally agreed development objectives
ii.support the empowerement, participation and active involvement of local communities
in defining and implementing management practices aimed at combining heritage
preservation with the achievement of Sustainable Development Goals
iii.leverage the World Heritage and Biosphere Reserves networks and promote
cooperation among them, in order to reinforce the sharing of experiences, knowledge and
good practices related to territorial management and sustainable development
iv.support proper management systems and practices aimed to combine the conservation of
natural and cultural resources, including intangibe cultural heritage, with an integrated
management approach
v.reaffirm the sustainable wellbeing and quality of life of local communities, as well as intergenerational equity as underlying objectives of management systems
vi.underline the specificity of productive landscapes, where heritage values and heritage
functions are strictly linked and continuously influence each other. Accordingly, sustainable
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development in productive landscapes relies on specific management approaches that
combine safeguarding efforts with fostering profitability of heritage-related economic
activities
vii.promote a multidimensional and multidisciplinary approach to culture, heritage and
territorial management, mindful of the crucial importance of planning and coordinating
different policy areas and management responsibilities
viii.strengthen networking policies and initiatives, both at the local and at the international
scale, to maximize the opportunities of knowledge sharing for local communities, to develop
capacity building, and to benefit from the UNESCO designation through enhanced
cooperation among territories and people
ix.adopt proactive mechanisms within management systems for the continuous mobilization,
exchange and coordination of all relevant stakeholders (public and private) in order to
ensure awareness, ownership, appropriateness and effectiveness of management efforts
x.reinforce the links and synergic action between UNESCO designated areas management
systems and other policy tools for territorial development
xi.promote the correct use of the World Heritage and MAB Programme emblems and
branding potential, and encourage research and sharing of experiences among
xii.UNESCO designated territories on issues related to territorial marketing and the
promotion of local culture and nature based productions
xiii.sustain local economic development through investing in sustainable culture and nature
based entrepreneurship, responsible tourism, and creative industries respectful of
community values
xiv.base management systems, policies and practices on a comprehensive understanding of
the diverse dimensions characterizing UNESCO designated areas, including tangible,
intangible, environmental, social and productive components, and of the needs and
opportunities of local communities living in and around the UNESCO designated areas.
Finally, the participants and Organizing Committee of the International Academy on
Sustainable Development recommend that capacity building efforts are continued through
the consolidation and continuation of the Academy in future years. To this end, and based
on this pilot edition, they propose to set up an international cooperative network of site
managers, operators and practitioners intended to share knowledge, ideas, initiatives,
practices, and tools to properly manage UNESCO designated areas, with the aim to advance
knowledge and share experiences on sustainable development in their respective territories
and communities.
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Annex 2:
List of represented sites and reserves in the Academy and in the Community







































Aflaj Irrigation Systems, Oman, WH
Agave Landscape and Ancient Industrial Facilities, Mexico, WH
Alto Douro Wine Region, Portugal, WH
Appennino Tosco-Emiliano, Italy, BR
Arab-Norman Palermo and the cathedral churches of Cefalù and Monreale, Italy, WH
Classical gardens of Suzhou, Tong Li, China, WH
Cultural landscape of Bali Province, Indonesia, WH
Portovenere, Cinque Terre and the Islands, Italy, WH
Coffee Cultural Landscape, Colombia, WH
Costiera Amalfitana, Italy, WH
Ferrara, city of Renaissance, and its Po Delta, Italy, WH
Fort Jesus, Mombasa, Kenya, WH
Gorge of Samaria National Park, Greece, BR
Hortobágy National Park – Hungary, WH
Dorset and East Devon Coast, UK, WH
Katon-Karagay, Kazakhstan, BR
Kenozero National Park, Russian Federation, BR
Kunta Kinteh Island and related sites, Gambia, WH
Ledro Alps and Judicaria, Italy, BR
Vineyard Landscape of Piedmont: Langhe-Roero and Monferrato, Italy, WH
Lamu Old Town, Kenya, WH
Lavaux, Vineyard Terraces, Switzerland, WH
Maloti Drakensberg Park, Lesotho and South Africa, WH
Monviso, France and Italy, BR
Mont Ventoux, France, BR
Mura-Drava-Danube, Croatia and Hungary, BR
Mura-Drava-Danube/WWF Serbia Office, Serbia, WH
Natural and Cultural Heritage of the Ohrid region, The Former Yugoslav Republic of
Macedonia, WH
Ohrid-Prespa, The Former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia, BR
Omo Biosphere Reserve, Nigeria, BR
Parco Po Torinese, Italy, BR
Rhaetian Railway in the Albula/Bernina Landscape, Switzerland/Italy, WH
Río Plátano, Honduras, BR
Rio San Juan BR, Nicaragua, BR
Stari Grad Plain, Croatia, WH
The Causses and the Cévennes, Mediterranean agro-pastoral cultural landscape, France,
WH and BR
Ticino Valley, Italy, BR
Town of Bamberg, Germany, WH
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Val d’Orcia, Italy, WH
Venice and its Lagoon, Italy, WH

Annex 3:
Technical Partners (2015)
















Associazione per il patrimonio dei Paesaggi vitivinicoli di Langhe-Roero e Monferrato
Municipality of Asti
Municipality of Bra
Municipality of Ostana
Municipality of Saluzzo
Associazione Stupinigi è
Consortium Barbara d’Asti e vini del Monferrato
Ente Fiera Internazionale del Tartufo Bianco d’Alba
Ente Turismo Alba, Bra, Langhe e Roero
Fondazione Palazzo Mazzetti
Parco Artistico Orme su La Court di Michele Chiarlo
Parco del Po Cuneese
Polo Universitario Asti Studi Superiori
WiMu-Wine Museum Castello di Barolo
The National Automobile Museum, Torino
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